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  This is the 
end… of this year: all 
the students worked 
hard to edit just on 
time their last 
production. They tried 
to write little articles: 
politics, economics and 
cultural topics. 

 Enjoy, and 
have a nice summer…  
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Fighting Cosa Nostra 

Drugs & Europe 
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The drugs, defined like a psychotropic substance 
natural or synthetic, which leads to the desire to 
continue consuming to find the feeling of well-being 
it provides, is used every days and in more or less 
every countries in Europe.  In fact, 250 tons are 
consumed each year in the EU, with Italy, France and 
Spain as the main markets. 

Drug’s traffic called black market for example is 
present in Europe, we will explain how it flows in the 
different regions and we will talk about the 
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evolutions, changes like the new drugs, the 
augmentation of the number of the consumers … 

By the first report on European drugs markets the 
February 20th 2013 in Brussels and the depth 
analysis of smuggling by the members of the 
Parliament, there are a  globalization and 
technological change which have negative 
consequences and significance for the drug trade 
changes. We found also another problem: the 
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Fighting against Cosa Nostra 
By Thomas OGIER & Hugo SFARTMAN 

 

Cosa Nostra is an Italian mafia. A mafia which rackets people, which makes drugs and weapons traffic 
and which corrupts lawyers & politicians. It is the first mafia, it was born in Sicilia during the Nineteen 
century. Little by little, this mafia grew up and has spelt in all Italy, in the United States and trough the 
world. Cosa Nostra had always killed its opponents and its enemies as the anti-mafia magistrates. 

In 1992, two Italians magistrates: Giovanni Falcone and Paolo Borsellino were killed because they began 
5 years ago a “war” against Cosa Nostra. In 1986, they made arrested 360 members of this mafia. During 
one trial, they investigated about the “godfather” of the “godfathers”: Toto Riina, a very dangerous man 
who bombed their car and murdered these two magistrates, the wife of Giovanni Falcone and 8 of them 
body guards. Today, thee magistrates are the symbol of the fight against Cosa Nostra and the mafia. But 
in 1993, Toto Riina was arrested and he was condemned. 

Today, the fight against the mafia continues in spite of risks. In Palermo, today there is the trial of 10 
very important members of Cosa Nostra, one is an Italian ex-minister, other are politicians and the last is 
an ex-boss of the Italian police. 

 

“legal highs” as morphin. They are dangerous because of the speed with which they are put into 
circulation (we spent 49 substances in 2011 to 73 in 2012, 230 in total since 2005). 

The circulation of drugs: 

The cocaine market was once concentrated mainly in the United States, but with the proliferation of 
trafficking routes, the drug is now available worldwide. About 80 % of this drug comes from South 
America and majority from Colombia.  Occidental Europe is one of the principal market of cocaine. In 
westerner and central Europe, the use of cannabis resin is widespread. 

 How the drug which made in the world arrive in Europe?  

In Europe much of the heroin is carried on land, through the Balkans and Turkey or landed in ports in 
Italy and distributed inland. Routes through Russia and other east European countries are expanding. 
Once in Europe the drugs are often broken down and distributed across the continent. Drugs imported 
directly to the UK are usually sold there.  

 

Giovanni FALCONE & Paolo BORSELLINO 
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The BEDZED, pride of London 
Since 20 years, the British government has made 
some projects to make of London an ecological city. 
It’s in 1992 that the BEDZED project has been 
proposed in Sutton, district in south London. The 
district will count 100 housings. 
Supported by WWF, the project had the aim of 
create a district which respects the environment 
concerning the energies, the environment and the 
social mix. Thus, the objectives set were: 
Reduce the consummation in energy by 60% per 
home, making a reduction of consummation of 
heating by 90%, reduce the water used by 30%, 
create a social mix in reserving flats of social 
housing, and reduce the utilization of cars by 
making a network of public transports.  
Such a project have a pride: it cost 17million of euro 
to build it. 20 years after its construction, let’s see if 
they managed to reach their purpose. 
The consummation of heating has reduced by 88%, 
the water used by 50%, the energy by 25% and 
finally the transport by cars has reduced by 65%. 
The numbers show the performance and the use of 
the eco-district. However, a few failures were 
highlighted: the social mix isn’t good because the 
people who live in social housing are separated 
from the rest of the district, the apartments don’t 
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keep the heat so the inhabitants have to use 
acclimatization.  
Copenhagen, city of the development: VESTREBRO 
Vesterbro was originally an old poor district in 
downtown Copenhagen where there were 20% of 
unemployed people. In 1990, the city decided to 
redevelop it in the respect of the environment. Thus, 
it will be decide that the energy will come from 
renewable energies, the rainwater will be reused, the 
social mix will be present, the wastes will be reduced 
by 60% and the whole district will be respectful of 
the environment. The whole district comports 4000 
flats where 6000 inhabitants live. 
The aims were reached: the carbon rate has reduced 
by 14%, the heating by 20%, the water rate was 
spared by 14%, rainwater served for the toilets, and 
the wastes were recycled. Basically, Vesterbro was a 
success, and became an attractive place with lots of 
green spaces and restaurants. 
 

Big cities in Europe like Stockholm (Sweden), 
Fribourg (Germany), Chalon-sur-Saone (France) try 
to reduce their ecologic print in creating eco-districts, 
but it’s not always well managed. Such projects are 
hard to realize because they need implications from 
the organizers, the inhabitants, and lots of money. 
Eco-districts are recent, it’s normal that some 
difficulties are known, but they must be overcome to 
go on. These are the future of the cities. 

 

Eco-districts: a European model? 

By Léna DE VANSSAY & Claire MESMIN 

 

 

BERZED Project 

 

Vesterbro 
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The Sochi Games, a challenge? 
By Ramzi ACHOURI 

 

The 2014 winters Olympic games will be 
celebrated from 7 to 23 february in the city of 
Sochi. 

Located in the district of Krasnodar next to the 
Black Sea, several expert statements indicate that 
the construction of Olympic setup in the Caucasus 
area, UNESCO protected reserve and Sochi 
national park could be injurious. “Greenpeace 
Russia” said that the IOC and Russian 
government should assume all responsibilities for 
any damage to the Caucasus natural UNESCO 
World Heritage Site. 

According to Olympic project, a wide array of 
construction is planned in the Grushevyi Ridge 
area. They include a cascade of hydroelectric 
power station on the Mzymta River, sewage 
treatment facilities and high speed rail link. 
Environmentalists also oppose the plan of a cargo 
terminal for ships in the mouth if the Piou River, 
because this could lead to the destruction of the 
largest areas of sea-flooded and marshes. On 3 
July 2008, Vladimir Putin directed some of the 
Olympic venues, such as the luge and bobsleigh 
track, to be relocated (the Russian National 
Sliding Center was relocated in May 2009). He 
said : "In setting our priorities and choosing between 
money and the environment, we're choosing the 
environment “. 

Despite  Karel Schwazengerb’s boycotting (Czech 
chief diplomat), the organizing committee granted 
their license for this celebration. Because of the last 
Russian military intervention in south Ossetia in 
2008, several persons were not agreed with the 
commitee:  

“ We find that celebrate the festivity of sport and peace 
in the neighborhood of a war aggression is a strange 
idea, this is really inappropriate” 

The 2008 South Ossetia War which broke out at 
the start of the 2008 Summers Olympic surprised 
the Olympic community. "It is not what the world 
wants to see. It is contrary to what the Olympic 
ideal stands for," said an IOC spokesperson. 
However, in November 2008, the IOC turned 
down a request by the Georgian National 

committee to reconsider its decision 
to hold the Olympics on the territory 

"adjacent both to the Russian occupied 
Abkhaz conflict zone, and to the extremely unstable and 
volatile North Caucasus". 
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Zumba is a dance from America Latina which has 
spread trough Europe. Zumba is a physic program 
which mixes aerobium and dance. It’s inspired by 
Latin dances like salsa, cumbia, kuduro, reggaeton 
and other styles like Bollywood or the stomach 
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dance. But zumba is danced on every music: hip-hop, soca, 
indian, african… Zumba was created by the Colombian Beto 
Perez in 1990s. It has rapidly taken on an international dimension. First the zumba was danced by the 
singer Shakira who was the disciple of the creator of zumba.  

This dance stretched out European countries. Thanks to word of mouth, zumba becomes a real 
phenomena. Women in majority like this dance, but some men too. Zumba allows doing sport, exercises 
for the stomach muscles, in having fun without realizing it !  We don’t need a high dance level. Some 
dancers know zumba, some others discover it. The atmosphere is always cool and fun during Zumba 
classes. Classes are overcrowded. People love it ! The access at Zumba dance is easy: people of adulthood, 
old age, young age participate at the program. Moreover, it isn’t expansive!  «We wasted 30 secondes, and 
we find the rhythm.» Zumba is easier than other sports because we obviously need technic and time to do 
a good performance in the other practices. The program is beneficial for health: to lose weight, to be fit. 
This activity is good for the heart, it’s called “cardiovascular exercises”.  

“I love dance zumba because it is very rhythmic and it permits me to relax and think about me. Since I 
have started zumba, I lost 5 kilos !!!  Help you to have endurance and more things. Really good for you ! 

Zumba Revolution 
By Assia BOUZNAD & Diana AKOLONGO 
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The International Film Festival of Cannes 
has began in France last week. Overthere you can 
see the bests films in the world and if you are lucky 
you may see some big stars... But how could young 
people participate ? If you're not rich or if you're not a 
friend of VIP, it would be impossible. The Festival 
has thought about that... but programs we will 
describe are applicated only in France, and for French 
people. For the public, « Cannes Cinéphiles » is the 
solution. Cannes Cinéphiles allows the general public 
to discover the official selections. So, the Official 
Selection (« Competition », « Hors Competition », 
« Un Certain Regard », « Sélections Spéciales » and 
« Cannes Classics »), quite as the parallel selections 
(« Quinzaine des Réalisateurs », « Semaine de la 
Critique » (critisism week), Association of the 
Independent Movies for its Distribution and the 
programming Visions Sociales are reshot for free in 
rooms of « Cannes Cinéphiles » (the « Licorne », the 
« Studio 13 » and the « Raimu »).  But there's a 
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special systems for children : Cannes Cinéma 
enriches this program by two international 
selections, and one intended specifically for the 
young people from 13 to 15 years. « Cannes 
Écrans Juniors » (junior screens). 
 
This year, eight movies are in competition for The 
Grand Prix Cannes Écrans Juniors. They were 
realized in every corner of the world and tell 
stories which invite 13-15 years to think about 
subjects, light or grave. This young jury is not 
going to judge movies intended for the young 
people, but movies which speak young people. 
Previous years, they saw, among others, a 
documentary movie shot in a school in one-class 
from the Massif Central, another one on the autistic 
children, the third on the conflicts, in Australia, 
between the Whites and the Aborigines… 

Cannes Young Festival 
By Rémi PAQUIN, Bastien PEDEMARIE-GHUILON, Augustin HOMMEL 
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This year, thirty pupils of the class cinema of the College Gérard Philippe are the members of the 
jury. The actor Frédéric Gorny (Avocats et Associés, television serie of France 2 channel) is president of 
the jury. On Saturday May 25th 2013, they will award Grand Prix Cannes Écrans Juniors to one of the 
movies selected for the competition. 

 
Most of the thirty members of the jury study the cinema two hours a week since the beginning of the 
college. They have lessons about the history of the cinema or on the way of analyzing movies, as well as 
practical sessions of realizing a shooting and a video assembly(editing), of writing a criticism of movie 
… In last college class, the pupils see between thirty and forty movies in a year. They so develop a big 
filmgoing culture. Grown-up time, they remain passionate and demanding in their tastes. Some choose 
an artistic job, explains their professor Jean-Marc Juaneda. Thanks to Écrans Juniors, the pupils meet 
professionals of the cinema, they see movies little spread in rooms, they practice speaking in public, 
develop their own opinion work together… 

Benjamin Lacombe, an illustrator 

By Léa CORTICCHIATO 

Benjamin Lacombe is a French illustrator who lives and works in Paris. He made his studies at the 
ENSAD (Ecole Nationale Supérieur des Arts Décoratifs), his first work is Cerise Griotte which is written and 
illustrated by him. It was published by Walker Books and named as one of the ten best books of the year 
2007 in the USA by Time Magazine. His work is especially turned towards a young public but he 
published some books for adults like a comic of Victor Hugo’s story: Notre Dame de Paris and a 
resumption of the short stories of Les Contes Macabres by Edgar Allan Poe with the translation of Charles 
Baudelaire. 

Recurrents themes of his books are childhood, melancholia and marginality. 

He used several techniques to draw: coloured pencils, paint, black and white, 
charcoal, felt-tips, etc.… depending of what he wants to show in the draw 
(reactions, feeling…). He exposes in art galleries; Ad Hoc Art (New York), 
L'Art de rien (Paris), Daniel Maghen (Paris), Dorothy Circus (Rome), 
Maruzen (Tokyo), etc… Recently, he made an exposition in Paris which was 
named Memories. 

His universe is inspired by the quattrocento Italian, the Flemish 
primitiveness, and also comtemporains artists like Tim Burton, Tod 
Browning, and Fritz Lang. He regularly includes his dog Virgil in his work 
and he likes the universe of tales (like Alice in Wonderland). 


